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                    Türkiye to reclaim over 8,600 smuggled artifacts

                    Türkiye returned 12,135 smuggled artifacts and gearing up to welcome back more than 8,600 cultural treasures.
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                        4 PKK terrorists ‘neutralized’ in Iraq’s north

                        Turkish security forces have “neutralized” four terrorists conducting operations on behalf of the PKK in n Iraq, the Defense Ministry has announced.
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                        Turkish police mark 179th anniversary of foundation

                        The Turkish police force has marked the 179th anniversary of its establishment, with leading chiefs of the organization holding an official ceremony at the mausoleum of modern Türkiye’s founder Mustafa Kemal Atatürk.
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                        Top election body rejects CHP application for Hatay reelection

                        Supreme Election Council (YSK) has announced that it has rejected an application logged by CHP to annul the mayoral election in Hatay.
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                        Cafes, restaurants face fines for service charges

                        The Trade Ministry has imposed hefty fines on several restaurants and cafes over adding service charges without visibly displaying them on price lists and informing customers.
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                        Spain axes 'golden visa' to curb property speculation
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                    Endangered plant found in new areas

                    Two new areas boasting the natural growth of the endemic plant species "Tülüşah," which faces the threat of extinction, have been discovered in the Kuşadası district of Türkiye’s western Aydın province, prompting conservation efforts.
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                        Istanbul’s emotion map revealed

                        Maiden Tower is where the users of an app found the most romantic place in Istanbul.
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                        Time-lapse photos of the night sky

                        A photographer from Türkiye shot riveting time-lapse photos of the night sky from eastern provinces.
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                        Stockbreeders life in Türkiye's Van

                        Stockbreeders are seen with their flock at a countryside following snowfall in Van.
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                        Supermoon brightens up Edirne skies

                        A supermoon is seen over Türkiye's northwestern Edirne province.
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                        Enchanting sunset at Mount Nemrut

                        Visitors snap photos of massive stone heads at the summit of Mount Nemrut.
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                        Color fest in autumn in Kazdağları

                        Chestnut forests of Kazdağları attract photographers and outdoor sports enthusiasts.
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                        Most bizarre Turkish superstitions

                        From seeing a black cat to breaking a mirror, Turkish culture embodies many superstitions.
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                        Turkish women who made history

                        From the first woman pilot to the first female judges, many women thrived to leave an enduring legacy.
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                        11 prominent Turkish painters of 20th century

                        Don’t let the 150-year history of modern Turkish painting fool you; it is only the tip of the iceberg.
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                        Handwritten 'Hey Jude' lyrics sell for $910,000
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                        Top 10 sites for camping in Türkiye

                        Türkiye offers picturesque camping sites for those seeking a trip into wilderness.
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                        16 astonishing UNESCO sites in Türkiye

                        Home to many ancient civilizations, Türkiye's cultural heritage can be seen in its UNESCO sites.
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                        5 hidden exotic paradises of Türkiye

                        Türkiye's crystal clear waters and golden beaches intrigue many guests from overseas.
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                        Top 10 waterfront restaurants in Türkiye

                        Türkiye provides many options for those who would like to dine at a waterfront venue.
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                        Top 5 best treks near Istanbul

                        Love the outdoors and exploring on foot? Here are some of the best hiking trails in near Istanbul!
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                        22 unique experiences you can live in Türkiye

                        If you come to Türkiye, you should not leave without experiencing at least some of its uniqueness.
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                        Top 10 boutique hotels in Türkiye, selected by experts

                        Daily Hürriyet’s travel supplement, Seyahat, has listed the top 10 boutique hotels in Türkiye.
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                        Top 29 must-try Turkish street foods

                        Türkiye is frequently described as a paradise when it comes to cuisine. 
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                        Top 20 museums in Türkiye

                        As a historic home to great civilizations, Türkiye has some of the world’s best museums.
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                        Best gifts and souvenirs to buy from Türkiye

                        Best souvenirs to buy from 30 places in Türkiye. 
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                        15 best hotels of Türkiye in 2018

                        Click through for the top 15 hotels in Türkiye that won Travellers’ Choice 2018 awards.
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                        Top 9 places in Türkiye for autumn holiday

                        Türkiye has amazing destinations for those who haven't been able to go on vacation in summer.
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